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Determine whether each statement is TRUE or FALSE.
-Demographjc
I'
transition refers both to an idealized puttr.n of changing birth
and

(10 rnarks)

death rates.

2.

3'
4.
5.
6.
7.

The global population is homogeneous.
The numbers of fish in different size classes was known for
the late 1960s.

g.
The pest populations have exproded-with disastrous consequences.
f'.
10' Carbon

id regions.
on'

monoxidetsompletes rvith oxygen for hemoglobin is a poison
to hurnan.
II. write correct word to comptrete the fo[owing sentences.
(I0 marks)
I . The sex.ratio of lizards and alligators woulJ change
by nest
2' Chlorofluro carbons are used in refrigerator cooliig systems and as
propeliants
3. The dominant organic contaminant is __-______-_ oi[ '
4. Oil can kill directly through
and asphyxiation.
5. Winds camied
material over muchof Europ.
6" Mercury, used as an agricultural ---------____.
7. Individuals with level
have reduced _____________.
8, Metapopulations will
than unfragmented
9, Capti-ve propagation i
_.
10. Zoos have recently becorne the center of a spirited
III. Answen all questions.
(10 marks)
List two important reasons of the population problem.
]2. What
do you understand inoculations.
3. Defined genetic variation.
1' I-ist the mention the three stages of captive breeding for conservation.
5, Enumerate the native nation of potato, peach, guava", coffee and oranges.
IV. Answer all questions.
(20 marks)
l. Defined maximun sustainable yield,
2' Give an account on forest protect soil from erosion, except when harvested by clear felling.
3. What are the effects of gaseous waste at three scale?
4. Briefly account on chains of extinctions.

V. .Answer any three questions.

l.

2.
3.
4.
5.

How would define what is sustainability.
Explain about the contamination and conservation.
Define the term smog and explain its effect.
What is sewage and how are they effect.
Explain detail a review of risks facing species with related diagram.

(30 marks)

